
NEWSLETTER     June 2010

Hello Pullers and families,
I have enclosed a current pulling schedule. If you have any questions, please call Nancy at 920-565-2318
or Gary at 608-524-3533. Only pulls with contracts, are on the schedule.
Gary and I have had several pullers ask why we are no longer at some pulls. That is a hard question. Some
organizations switch classes for something different, Some organizations are being told funds are
depleting, so they get cheaper classes or eliminated classes. Some organizations have folded. Some go
with a different organization or no organizations. 
I think for $150, you have at least 8 hooks-no entry fee, newsletters, banquet, and no hassle membership.
( M4-8 hooks, SS-8 hooks, 2WD-9 hooks, SA-8 hooks, SF- 17 hooks, NSS-11 hooks, HF-26 hooks, 
SI-17 hooks.)

You may still send your dues to Nancy Sixel. (This is preferred) Or you may sign up at registration before
the pull starts. Nancy Sixel 1205 College Ave. Howards Grove, WI 53083.  $150.00 per puller, 
$50.00 per alternate driver and $50.00 per associate member. Only one person per application.

All members must have a signed application on record before they pull (for insurance purposes) or
they will be disqualified. No points, No money. If you are not sure, call Nancy or Gary. 

Ben Raboine has been updating the web page,  Check it out at www.pipullers.com . The rulebook, pulling
schedule, results and the newsletter will be posted on the web page. 

Banquet info: Mark your calendar for January 8, 2011 at Ho-Chunk in Wisconsin Dells. 

This year, Kathy Gray will be writing checks for all winners in all classes. If Kathy happens to be at a
pull, you can ask her if she has the previous weeks payout. We do not expect her to pay out that night.
There is a line of command that needs to be taken before any checks are wrote out. (This way we catch if
a non-member pulled.) All board members are now responsible to get the results after the pull. They in
turn will get it to Kathy. The board is also responsible to get the check from the organization holding the
pull. Once the check is received, Kathy will be told by a board member to write out the checks. Kathy will
then either send out the checks or hold them until the following weekend if she will be at a pull . She will
also send a result copy of the results to Gary Schyvinch and Nancy Sixel. Nancy in turn, will update the
points and get the results to Ben for the web page.

CONTACTS: BOARD MEMBERS
PRESIDENT:GARY SCHYVINCH 608-524-3533 MOBIL 608-963-5308
MEMBERS: Scott Kiechbusch (SS) 920-388-3406   MOBIL 920-255-1207
MEMBERS:  Jaret Seeger (M4) MOBIL 414-531-8447           
MEMBERS: Paul Flynn    (2WD) 608-849-9132 MOBIL 608-712-6646
MEMBERS:  Dave Wollerman(SA) 920-923-4168 MOBIL 920-517-4170   
MEMBERS: Wally Weise     (SF) 262-691-0828  MOBIL 414-303-9406
MEMBERS: Scott  Zirzow    (HF) 608-355-0194    MOBIL 608-963-3881
MEMBERS:Matt Larsen    (NSS) 608-356-1736 MOBIL 608-963-6470
MEMBERS:Dale Buchholtz    (SI) 715-256-1705 MOBIL 612-802-3782           
Kathy Gray-Payout MOBIL 920-229-1986
Nancy Sixel-Points/Results 920-565-2318 MOBIL 920-980-9172


